IT350 Project Grading Checklist

Team ____

(2 points) **URL of main page** is http://zee.cs.usna.edu/it350-teamX/index.html or index.shtml or index.pl

(2 points) **Team drive cleaned up**, no testing/development files there

(4 points) **Welcome and Contacts Pages** (all info there, valid html5)

(10 points) **Signup Page**
- username, password, name, class, company, bio?
- +2 other fields?
- Some JS checks

(10 points) **Search Page**

(10 points) **User Profile Page**
- Shows bio info?
- Shows latest updates with timestamps? Most recent on top?
- Shows friends list?
- Invalid profile request, shows error?

(6 points) **List Members Page**

(10 points) **Login/Logout Mechanism**
- Sets cookies?
- Deletes cookies?

(10 points) **Update Profile (teams of 4)**
- check cookies?
- Display old data?

(10 points) **Post Status**
- Check cookies?
- Has a character limit? (2 points)
- Location + mood?

(10 points) **Add Friends**
- Check cookies? (Only visible to users who are logged in?) (2 points)
- Checks if friend already added?
- Adds friend?
(10 points) Personalized Status Feed
- Check cookies?
- Ordered by post time? Most recent first?
- Statuses contain all info?
- All friends’ statuses appear?

(15 points) Administrators
- Certain users can be admins? (3p)
- Can delete users? (5p)
- Shows Mood Statistics? (5p)
- Non-admins are blocked? (2p)

(5 points) One Innovative Feature

(10 points) Design and HCI
- JavaScript checks at least in some forms
- consistent CSS
- easy to navigate
- feedback for user actions
- easy to perceive affordances

(10 points) Comments in the code / meaningful file, functions, variable names/re-usable code/ easy to understand

(6 points) Valid HTML/CSS
- .html, .shtml files validate as HTML5
- stylesheet(s) validate as CSS3
- the HTML code generated from Perl is reasonable

(10 points) Final Report
- style+system desc?
- includes innovative feature, extra credit, requirements not met?
- roles for each user (both leadership and who implemented what)?
- username and password for 3 users (1 admin, 2 regular)?
- HCI description?

Extra Credit
- poster
- AJAX search
- photo upload
- regular expressions search
- others